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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-866-755-4350 and enter your PIN when prompted. Otherwise, please 
send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately so we can address 
the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the F11 key on your keyboard. To exit full screen, 
press the F11 key again.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.
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Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the ^ symbol next to “Conference Materials” in the middle of the left-
hand column on your screen.  

• Click on the tab labeled “Handouts” that appears, and there you will see a 
PDF of the slides for today's program.  

• Double click on the PDF and a separate page will open.  

• Print the slides by clicking on the printer icon.
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Conservation 
Easement Basics
STRAFFORD WEBINAR

April 10, 2018



What is a 
conservation 
easement?
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Under the Uniform CE Act a CE is:
• A nonpossessory interest of a holder in real property 

imposing limitations or affirmative obligations for the 
purpose of:
– retaining or protecting natural, scenic, or open 

space values
– assuring its availability for agricultural, forest, 

recreational, or open space use
– protecting natural resources, maintaining or 

enhancing air or water quality; 
– preserving the historical, architectural, 

archaeological, or cultural aspects of real property 
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What is the Effect of a Conservation 
Easement?

• Both a deeded interest and contract
• Restricts future uses of the land, consistent 

with the Donor’s wishes
• Reserves uses desired by Donor
• Runs with the land
• Usually perpetual
• Usually strict limitations on amending its 

terms
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Who can hold a Conservation 
Easement?

• Governmental entities 
• State
• County
• Municipality
• Federal 

• A “Land Trust” or “Land Conservancy.”
• Land trusts have preserved >56 million acres in 

the U.S.
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A land trust, or land conservancy, is a nonprofit 
organization that works to conserve land for its natural, 
agricultural, recreational, historical, and scenic values.

What is A Land Trust?
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A CE is valid even though …
• Not appurtenant to an interest in real property
• Can be assigned to another holder
• May impose a negative burden
• May impose affirmative obligations
• The benefit does not need to touch or concern 

real property
• There is no privity of estate or contract 
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Drafting 
Considerations



• Tailor-made document in most instances

• Typically document is broken down into:
– 1) recitals
– 2) conservation purposes, matching enabling statute
– 3) grantor’s reserved rights

• Explain why they are consistent with the conservation 
purposes

– 4) prohibited uses, 
– 5) grantee’s rights

• Access to the property for inspections
• Enforcement, including injunctive relief

– 6) standard contract terms
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When Working with a Land Trust

• Become familiar with the land trust
– Acquisition policies
– Donor contribution policy
– Long-term viability and capacity to enforce

• Land Trust Alliance Standards and Practices
– Standard 8 (Evaluating/Selecting Conservation 

Projects), 
– 9 (Ensuring Sound Transactions) 
– 10 (Tax Benefits)
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• If IRS charitable deduction is sought, review and 
incorporate relevant provisions of § 170(h) and 
corresponding Treasury Rules into the document 
– E.g. conservation purposes, mortgage sub, 

extinguishment, donee’s vested rights etc.
– Strict compliance is required or deduction will be 

jeopardized
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Baseline Documentation

• Describes the condition of the property when the CE is 
granted

• Helps with future monitoring and enforcement
• Minimizes disputes about accepted uses
• Referenced in CE; may or may not be recorded
• IRS requires baseline if reserved rights may impair 

conservation values of the property
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Baseline Contents
• Owner information
• Property location
• Inventory 

– Existing structures, improvements
– Land cover (forest, field, wetlands, rock, etc.)
– Flora
– Fauna

• Maps
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Maps included in Baseline

• Aerial View
• Topography
• Existing Building Areas
• Natural, Farm and Limited Management Areas
• Habitats
• Soils
• Photo Points
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Questions/Discussion

Thank you

J. Jeffrey Holland 
Holland & Muirden
Attorneys at Law
1343 Sharon-Copley Road
P.O. Box 345
Sharon Center Ohio 44274

(330) 239-4480
jjholland@hmlawohio.com



Federal Income 
Tax Considerations
§170(h)



Federal Income Tax Basics
• Under the Internal Revenue Code §170(h) a 

donation of a conservation easement to a qualified 
organization may be considered a deductible 
charitable contribution for federal income tax 
purposes

– read Treasury Regulations in §1.170A-14 

• A donation of a “qualified conservation 
contribution” is a narrow exception to the 
prohibition against allowing federal income tax 
deductions for partial interests in real estate 

– see IRC §170(f)(3)B(iii)
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Tax Basics, cont’d
• A qualified conservation contribution is a 

contribution 

– (a) of a qualified real property interest

– (b) to a qualified organization, and 

– (c) exclusively for conservation purposes 

• IRC §170(h)(1)
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Tax Basics, cont’d
• The term qualified real property interest means any 

of the following:

– the entire interest of the donor other than a 
qualified mineral interest

– a remainder interest, and 

– a restriction (granted in perpetuity) on the use 
which may be made of the real property 

− i.e. conservation easement

• IRC §170(h)(2)
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Conservation Purposes under §170(h)(4)
The preservation or protection of …

• Land areas for outdoor recreation by, or the 
education of, the general public

• Relatively natural habitat of fish, wildlife, or plants, 
or similar ecosystem

• Open space (including farmland and forest land) 
where such preservation is

― for the scenic enjoyment of the general public 
or
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Conservation Purposes, cont’d
― pursuant to clearly delineated Federal, State, or 

local government conservation policy, and will 
yield a significant public benefit, or 

• The preservation of a historically important land 
area or a certified historic structure

• IRS will scrutinize claimed deductions where 
conservation purposes are lacking or invalid, e.g. 
reserved rights conflict with stated conservation 
values or conversation values are potentially 
questionable such as with a golf course
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IRS Scrutiny of CEs

34

Atkinson v. Commissioner
Tax Court Memo 2015-236



Audit Guidelines for CEs
The IRS has a set of Audit Technique Guides (ATGs) for 
examiners explaining issues and accounting methods for 
specific industries 

• A good tool for the practitioner to review when 
preparing a donated easement where a charitable 
deduction is sought

• However, not a substitute for legal advice
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https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-
utl/conservation_easement.pdf



Perpetuity is a Cornerstone of §170(h)
• Contribution will not be “exclusively for conservation 

purposes” unless it is protected in perpetuity  

• Reserved rights cannot be inconsistent with            
conservation easement purpose

• Mortgage or deed of trust must be subordinated 

• Extinguishment only by a judicial proceeding

– change in surrounding property makes conservation 
purposes impossible or impractical

– proceeds from subsequent sale must be used in a 
manner consistent with conservation purposes
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Perpetuity in §170(h), cont’d
• Reserved surface rights to mining generally invalidate 

perpetual nature of easement

– unless probability is “so remote as to be negligible”

• However, subsurface mineral extraction is permitted

– so long as removal is not inconsistent with the 
conservation purposes of the donation

• Must immediately vest a property right in donee

– at least equal to the proportionate share of the 
value of the CE as to the whole 

– if extinguishment occurs, donee is entitled to its 
proportionate share of any sale proceeds unless 
state law says donor gets 100%
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What is the Enhanced Federal 
Conservation Tax Incentive?
• Raises the deduction a donor can take for donating a 

conservation easement from 30% of their adjusted gross 
income in any year to 50% IRC §170(b)(1)(E)(i)

• Allows qualifying farmers and ranchers to deduct up to 
100% of their income IRC §170(b)(1)(E)(iv)

• Extends the carry-forward for a conservation easement 
donor to take tax deductions from 5 years to 15 years 
IRC §170(b)(1)(E)(ii)

• See Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2016
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Who Is a Qualified Farmer or Rancher?
• The term “qualified farmer or rancher” means a 

taxpayer whose gross income from the trade or 
business of farming (within the meaning of Section 
2032A(e)(5)) is greater than 50 percent of the 
taxpayer’s gross income for the taxable year

• See Rutkoske v. Commissioner, 149 T.C. No. 6 
(U.S.T.C. Aug 7,2017): donors were farmers but not 
“qualified farmers” because income from bargain 
and sale of CE and sale of fee interest in farm 
exceeded 50% of AGI
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Appraisals



• USPAP standards typically suffice, but federal 
“yellow book” might be required for federally 
funded projects

• IRS has additional rules for donated easements

― see IRS Chief Counsel Memorandum 201334039, 
Valuing Conservation Easements under §1.170A-
14(h)(3) of Income Tax Regulations (released 
August 23, 2013)

― e.g. definition of Fair Market Value (FMV) is 
slightly different

− §1.170A-1(c)
41

Some IRS Appraisal Considerations



• Comparable sales of similar CEs are preferred but 
might be unlikely 

– see Treas. Reg. 1.170A-14(h)(3)(i)

• Thus, typically the “before and after” method is used

– FMV of property “before” granting CE minus FMV of 
property subject to the terms of the CE (the “after” 
value) equals the CE value

Appraisal Considerations, cont’d
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• Need “qualified appraisal” by “qualified appraiser” if 
FMV greater than $5,000

– IRC §170(f)(11); Treas. Reg. §1.170A-13(c)(3)(i)(B)

– Treas. Reg. §1.170A-13(c)(3)(ii) outlines specific 
items needed

• Can not be completed earlier than 60 days before 
donation date and no later than the due date of the 
tax return on which the deduction is claimed

– Treas. Reg. §1.170A-13(c)(3)(i)(A) and 
§1.170A-13(c)(3)(iv)(B)
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• §1.170A-14(h)(3)(ii)

– if before and after method is used, appraisal must 
take into account in the “before” valuation not only 
the current use of the property, but also an 

– objective assessment of how immediate or likely the 
property will in fact be developed if the 
conservation easement were not in place

– there may be instances where an easement may 
have no material effect on value or may in fact 
enhance rather than reduce value
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• Contiguous Parcel Rule 

– for contiguous property of donor or “family”

– need to value all contiguous properties using before 
and after method

– §1.170A-14(h)(3)(i)(fourth sentence)

• Enhancement Rule 

– need to factor in increase in value of donor’s other 
property or of a “related person,” whether 
contiguous or not

– §1.170A-14(h)(3)(i)(fifth sentence)
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PUBLIC PARK LAND

PUBLIC PARK LAND
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PUBLIC PARK LAND

PUBLIC PARK LAND

Enhancement 
Rule

Contiguous Parcel 
Rule



Other Required Forms
• Appraisal summary = IRS Form 8283 

• Need to attach entire appraisal to Form 8283 if 
FMV > $500,000

– IRC §170(f)(11)(D)

• Contemporaneous written acknowledgement is 
required in order to qualify for a deduction

― see §170(f)(8)
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Syndicated CE Transactions

49

The Treasury Department and the IRS “are aware   
that some promoters are syndicating conservation 
easement transactions that purport to give 
investors the opportunity to obtain charitable 
contribution deductions in amounts that 
significantly exceed the amount invested.”

• IRS Notice 2017-10 and

• As updated by IRS Notice 2017-29
https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-17-29.pdf



Syndicated Transactions, cont’d 
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https://www.landtrustalliance.org/topics/taxes/tax-shelters

51

https://www.landtrustalliance.org/blog/new-clarity-irs-tax-
shelter-notice

Syndicated Transactions, cont’d
The Land Trust Alliance has done significant work 
on this front and you can find more information on 
their website



Questions

William F. “Fritz” Paulus
Attorney at Law
1207 SW Sixth Avenue
Portland OR 97204
503-224-1773 Tel
503-228-4529 Fax
fritz@wfpauluslaw.com

T H A N K  Y O U

The general information provided in this presentation is for educational purposes only and is not 
intended to be nor should it be treated as tax, legal, investment, accounting, or other 
professional advice. Before making any decision or taking any action, you should consult a 
qualified professional advisor who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to your 
particular situation.



Emerging Markets for Ecosystem Services 
and Green Infrastructure 

"Relevance for Land Trust Conservation 
Easements" 

Strafford Webinar on 

Recent Developments in Conservation Easements 

Presented April 10, 2018

Brad Raffle, Esq., President, Conservation Capital LLC 
http://conservationcap.com 832-331-1802 
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ENVIRO--ECONOMICS

Historically, land conservation has been a public or philanthropic activity,
often providing private tax benefits. It is now becoming also a commercial

activity, in recognition of the many private benefits provided by 
ecosystems.

Public-Private Partnerships are becoming a
standard model for protecting nature and its services. 
Conservation easements are a key part of this business 

model.
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Conservation Easements Not Driven by Tax Considerations
They are a standard tool for assuring that mitigation or ecological service 

protections will occur

Required mitigation for past, present or future actions
Compliance with conservation commitments
Ecological Services/Green Infrastructure Transactions
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Case Histories
Endangered Beetle Preserve to Authorize the Keystone Pipeline

Restoration of juniper-infested rangeland

Protecting NYC Drinking Water Reservoirs

TNC and Lyme Timber protect a working forest
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Services of Nature
Physical Goods

Services Otherwise Paid For/Green Infrastructure

Genetic Information and Biodiversity

Aesthetics and Existence Value

Services That Cannot be Paid For
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Important differentiators Between Tax-driven and Enviro-
Economic Conservation Easements

1.
2.
3.

No need to satisfy IRS rules
Third party enforcement is particularly important
Neither the beneficiaries nor the grantor benefit from the easement and
usually don't want to be in the chain of title
The easement often must provide for on-site restoration and/or cleanup
activity
A clear nexus is required between the protected land and either a)  an 
adverse impact elsewhere, or b) a benefitting parcel

4.

5.

6.  An adequate stewardship endowment is essential
7.  Initial Site selection is critical
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asement Sale of Ecological AssetsPost-e
A. Determine exactly what is being "mitigated" and/or what specific 
ecosystem services or conservation values are being protected. Care 
must be taken to avoid "double dipping"

B. Stacking
1. Same Site Stacking
2. Same Acre Stacking
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asement Sale of Ecological Assets (cont’d)Post-e
C. Special CE Drafting Considerations

•
•
•
•

Tax Issues
Revenue Sharing
Accommodation of Responsible Party Obligations
Liability Considerations
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Evolving Enviro--Economic Markets
Carbon (Four creditability criteria)

•
•
•
•

Baseline and measurement approach must be specified
Additionality must be demonstrated 
Permanence must be enforceable and assured 
Leakage must be avoided
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Evolving Enviro--Economic Markets (cont’d)
•
•
•
•

Water Rights and Supply
Water Quality
Habitat and Biodiversity
Limited Development
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Recommendations for Land Trusts
Legal sophistication
New business and financial considerations
Policy advocacy to encourage carefully regulated ecosystem markets
Relationships, don't try to become a for-profit, but use for-profits
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Thank You

Brad Raffle, Esq. 

Conservation Capital

http://conservationcap.com

832-331-1802 

brad.raffle@gmail.com
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Q&A
To ask a question from your touchtone phone, press *1. 
To exit the queue, press *1 again. 

You may also use the Chat function to ask questions, or email questions to 
envlaw@straffordpub.com

CLE CODE: TLEVTB



Tell us how we did!
Look for our 'Thank You' 
email (which you should 
receive within 24 hours) 
for details and a link to 
the program survey and 
attendance attestation.



Not A Passholder Yet?

Try the CLE Individual Annual Pass
• Get all your CLE credits for one low price with the Strafford CLE Individual 

Annual Pass.
• Attend unlimited live webinars in any of our legal practice areas where we 

produce over 600 advanced live webinars each year.
• Plus you get unlimited access to hundreds of recorded webinars.

Simply respond to the email you will receive after the program.
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